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Unit - 6 :STAFFING 

 

Summary of the Chapter 
 
 

Staffing - Staffing is the process of management which is concerned with obtaining, utilizing and 

maintaining a satisfactory and satisfied workforce 

Importance of staffing- D CGOP 

1. Helpful in Discovering Competent personnel 

2. Helpful in better performance 

3. Helpful in Growth of organization 

4. Optimum utilization of human resources 

Staffing Process- 

1. Estimating manpower requirements 

2. Recruitment 

3. Selection 

4. Placement and orientation 

5. Training  and Development 

6. Performance Appraisal 

7. Promotion and career planning 

8. Compensation 

Element of staffing- 

Recruitment 

1. Selection 

2. Training and Development 

Recruitment means searching for prospective candidates and stimulating them to apply for jobs in the 

organization. 

Sources of recruitment- 

1. Internal sources – Promotion and Transfer. PT 

2. External Sources – Direct recruitment, Casual callers, campus Placement, Employment Exchanges, 
Private Placement agencies, Employee recommendation and Web Publishing. 



Selection-It refers to the process of screening job applicants to ensure that the most appropriate 

candidates are hired. 

Selection Process- 

(a) Preliminary Screening 

(b) Selection Tests 

(c) Employment Interview 
d) Reference and Background checks 

(e) Selection Decision 

(f) Medical Examination. 

Training and Development-Training refers to the process by which the aptitudes, skills and abilities 

of employees to perform specific jobs are improved. 

 
Development is the process by which the employees acquire skills and competences for handling 

higher jobs in future. 

Methods of training: (i) Apprenticeship training- It refers to that training method where the 

trainee is put under the guidance of an expert to acquire higher level of skill. Generally, 

electricians,plumbers and iron workers are required to undergo this training. 

Vestibule Training: Under this method, with a view to imparting training to new employees, a separate 

training center is set up. An experienced and trained trainer is appointed as an in charge of this  

Centre. Machines, tools and other equipment are so arranged in this Centre as to present a look of a 

workshop. 

Internship: It is a practical training of theoretical knowledge. Selected candidates carry on regular 

studies for prescribed period and also work in some factory or office to acquire practical knowledge. 

Induction: It means introducing the selected employees to his superiors, subordinates and 

colleagues and familiarizing him with the rules and policies of the organization. 

 
SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Q1. State how staffing ensure ‘continuous survival and growth of the environment’? 

Ans. Through succession planning for managers 
Q2. Write one importance of staffing 

Ans. Filling job with competent Personnel 

Q3. A company gets applications on and off even without declaring any vacancy. However as and 

when the vacancy rises, the company makes use of such applications. Name the source of 

recruitment used by the company. 

Ans. Casual callers 

Q4. Ramesh is working under the guidance of Harish, a carpenter for the last three years to learn the 

different skills of this job. Name the method of training Ramesh is undergoing? 

Ans. Apprenticeship Training 

Q5. Give any one advantage of internal source of recruitment? 

Ans. Employees are motivated to improve its performance. 

Q6. A newly appointed Personnel Manager is of the view that there is no need for training the 

workers. Do you agree with this statement? 

Ans. No, I don’t agree with this statement. There is a great need for training the workers. 



Q7. Skype Industries make use of expensive and sophisticated equipment. So  it  created  a  duplicate 

model of various equipment to train the employees. Write the method of training used by Skype 

industries. 

Ans . Vestibule training. 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS (3 - 4 MARKS) 

Q1. Enumerate the three steps of staffing process? 

Ans.1 (i) Estimating the Manpower requirements. As the first step of staffing, the  need  for  required  

number of employees of enterprises is estimated. At the time of determining the number of 

persons required, the possibilities regarding internal promotion, retirement, and resignation etc. 

are taken into consideration. 

(ii) Recruitment: The process of recruitment includes the search of the various sources of 
employees and encouraging them to send their application to the enterprise. 

(iii) Selection.: Under this process, competent applicants are selected from a large number of 
them. It is important to keep in mind that the ability of the applicant and the nature of work 
must match. 

Q2. Zenith Ltd. is a highly reputed company and many people wanted to join this  company.  The  

employees of this organization are very happy and they discussed how they came in contact with 

this organization. A man said that he was introduced by the present sales manager. 

(a) The above discussion is indicating an important function of management. Name the  function  
of management. 

(b) The management function identified follows a particular process. Explain the step of this 
process which is being use in the Para 

Ans.2(a)  Staffing (b) Recruitment. 

 

 
Q3. Why is staffing considered an important function of management in all types of 

organization? . Give any four reasons 

Ans3.(i)       Fulfilling jobs with competent personnel 

(ii) Better performance 

(iii) Expansion and Growth. 

(iv) Optimum utilization of human resources. 

Q4. State any four benefits of training? 

Ans :(i) Systematic learning 

(ii) Prepare future managers. 

(iii) Increased Productivity. 

(iv) Motivate the employees. 

Q5. Ramesh is working under the guidance of Harish, a carpenter. For the last three years to learn the 

different skills of this job. Name and explain the method of training Ramesh is Undergoing 

Ans: “Apprenticeship Training -”. It refers to that training method where the trainee is put under the 

guidance of an expert to acquire higher level of skill. Generally, electricians, plumbers and iron 

workers are required to undergo this training. 

Q6. Max industries want to hire a staff for its chemical division. The personnel Department lists out 

following methods of recruitment 

(a) Using naukri.com to search for prospective candidates. 



(b) Consider voluntary applications received earlier from various job seekers. Identify the source  
of recruitment and explain it. 

Ans (a) Web Publishing. These days’ internet has become an important medium for recruitment. Special 

websites have been created for the purpose of recruitment through internet 

(a) Casual callers: In many reputed organizations some really talented and  brilliant  people 

continue sending their applications from time to time with hope that whenever some need 

arises, they may come across an opportunity for appointment 

Q7. “Some learning Opportunities are designed and delivered to improve skills and abilities of 

employees, whereas some other are designed to help in the growth of individuals in all respects”. 

Identify and explain the two concepts explained above. 

Ans. The two concepts are: -Training and Development. 

Training and Development-Training refers to the process by which the aptitudes, skills and 

abilities of employees to perform specific jobs are improved. 

Development is the process by which the employees acquire skills and competences for handling 

higher jobs in future. 

Q8. Manu, the chief manager in a company using highly sophisticated machines and 

equipment, wants that every employee should be fully trained before using the machines and 

equipment. Suggest and describe the best method of training that Manu can used for training 

for its employees 

Ans. The best method of training can be used here is “Vestibule Training”. 

Under this method, with a view to imparting training to new employees, a separate training center is 

set up. An experienced and trained trainer is appointed as an in charge of this Centre. Machines, 

tools and other equipment are so arranged in this Centre as to present a look of a workshop. 

Q9. State three advantages of External sources of recruitment. 

Ans. 1. Fresh Talent: The entry of fresh talent into the organization. 

 

2. Wider choice: The external sources provide a wider choice of personnel to choose from. 

3. Qualified personnel: Required qualifications are available for the external sources. 

4. Competitive Spirit: Competitive spirits is available by external source. 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS (5 MARKS) 

Q1. Which functions of management helps in obtaining right people and putting them on the right 

jobs? Explain any four points of importance of this function? 

Ans. (a) Fulfilling job with competent Personnel: Staffing  helps in selection of right person  for right job.  

The staff selected is according to need of the job which in result helps in smooth functioning of the enterprise 

 

(b)- Better Performance: The staff selected is according to them need of the job. The person selected willbe 

expertise in his field resulting in better job performance with fewer chances of mistakes. 

 

(c) Expansion and Growth An organization having capable employees will lead to the path of growth and 

development. Able employees which are the real asset of the enterprise take their firm to the heights of 

development. 
 

(d) Improves Job Satisfaction and morale. A person when selected for right job tries to give his 100% in his 

working. This is because he is fully satisfied with his job which is very much necessary. It will boost his 

performance and he will prove to be the real asset of the firm. 

 
Q2. Explain the process of selection of employees in an organization 

Ans (a) Preliminary Screening: First of all, the applications received during process of recruitment are 

scrutinized. Scrutiny of application forms is made to verify whether the candidate fulfill all the 

qualifications essential for the job. The preliminary screening is based on (i) preliminary 



interview (ii) filling up the blank application form. 

(b) Selection Tests In the selection process, selection test have an important place. Through 
these test, ability and skill of the candidates are measured. These tests are divided into 
following three categories: 

i) Proficiency tests ii. Psychological tests iii. Other tests 

(c) Employment  Interview:   Having successfully cleared all the tests related to employment     
by the candidate, he is called for the final interview. Its objectives are to see the looks of the 

candidate, his way of talking, his conduct and temperament, his interest, presence  of mind  

and maturity etc. 

(d) Reference and Background checks: After a candidate is selected successfully in the 
interview then some information about him is gathered from those persons whose name  

figures in the column of ‘References”. This information relates to the character, social relation, 
background etc. of the candidate. 

(e) Selection Decision: Applicants who clear Selection Tests, Employment Interview and 
Reference checks are selected. Prior to taking final selection decision, the opinion of the 
manager concerned is sought. 

f) Medical Examination: Medical examination is done to check whether the candidate is fit to 

carry on the responsibilities assigned to him and whether he is physically fir or not. The 

selected candidate is suffering from any disease or not is also verified through medical 

examination. 

Q3 Blue Heavens Ltd Purchased a new Hi-tech Machine from Germany  for  manufacturing high quality  

auto components in an effective manner. But during the production  process,  the  manager 

observed that the  quality  of production was  not  as per standard. On investigation it was found  

that there was lack of knowledge amongst the employees of using hi-tech machines. So, frequent 

visit of engineers was required from Germany. Suggest what  measures can  be done to develop  

the skills and abilities of employees of producing hi-tech machines. 

Ans3. Training of employees. Advantages of Training. 

1. Increase in capacity and efficiency: Through training, one learns the art of doing a 
special job methodically. It increases the skill and efficiency of the employee 

2. Increase in market value: Trained employees have a better market value. Increased market 
value means that other organization is always willing to employ trained personnel at higher 
remuneration. 

3. Fewer accidents: Reduction of accidents is not only beneficial to the organization, 

it also protects the life of the workers. By learning the art of operating the machine the rate 

of accident can be minimized. 

4. Job satisfaction: In the life of an employee, job satisfaction is most important. It means that 
whatever job he is performing; he should be fully satisfied with it. 

Q4. Explain the methods of training. 

Ans. Training is imparted to the employees through two methods 

On the job method  of training: Under this method the trainers are asked to do a particular job on  

a machine or inn a workshop. They are taught the techniques of operating a machine or using tools 

and equipment by an experienced employee or a special supervision 

Main methods of on the job training are: 

a) Induction training 

b) Apprenticeship Program me 

c) Internship training 



Off the job method of training : Under this method, training is imparted to the trainees at a 

particular place other than the place of work. This training is given in special seminars, classers 

etc. During the course of this training, both the theoretical and the practical information is 

conveyed to the trainee. 

The main method of off the job training is Vestibule Training: Under this method, with a view to imparting 

training to new employees, a separate training center is set up. An experienced and  trained  trainer  is  

appointed as an in charge of this Centre. Machines, tools and other equipment are  so arranged  in this Centre  

as to present a look of a workshop. 

 
 

Unit- 7 :DIRECTING 

 

Directing-It refers to instructing, guiding, communicating and inspiring people to achieve common 

objectives. 

Elements of directing. 
 

1. Supervision 2. Leadership 

3. Motivation 4, Communication 

Supervision. -Supervision refers to the direct and immediate guidance and control  of 

subordinates in the performance of their task.” Or To watch over the  routine  activities of  

workers. 

Motivation-: It refers to that process which encourage people to work for the attainment of a 

desired objective. 

Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory- 
 

1. Basic Needs 2. Safety and Security Needs 

3. Affiliation or Social needs 4. Esteem needs 

5. Self-actualization needs   

Types of incentives- 
 

(i) Financial Incentives (ii) Non-Financial Incentives 

Leadership-It refers to influence others in a manner to do what the leader wants them to do. 

Leadership Styles- 

a. Autocratic Leadership Style 

b. Democratic leadership Style 

c. Laissez Faire Leadership Style. 

Communication-Transferring the ideas, thought, facts etc from one person to another. 

Type of Communications: 

(i) Formal Communication 

(ii) Informal Communication 



short answer type Question 

Q1: What is meant by Directing? 

Ans: It refers to instructing, guiding, communicating and inspiring people to achieve common 

objectives. 

Q2: What is meant by ‘Motivation’? 

Ans: It refers to those processes which encourage people to work for the attainment of a 

desiredobjective. 



Q3: What is Informal Communications? 

Ans: It refers to the communication within an organization that is officially sanctioned. 
 

Q4 How Supervision is helpful in maintaining discipline? 

Ans: Through close eye and timely guidance of the employees. 

Q5: Give an example of ‘employee recognition programmes’ as in non-financial 

incentive? 

Ans: Displaying employee’s achievements on the notice board or company’s news letter. 

Q6 Give any two Characteristics of ‘Organizational Climate’ that influence the behavior of 

individuals and act as non-financial incentives. 

Ans: Characteristics of ‘Organisational Climate’ that influence the behavior of individuals are 

1) Individuals Autonomy 2) Reward orientation 

Q7: Kritika is posted at lower level management at ‘libra cosmetics pvt. Ltd.’ The daily sale  of  

the company is about Rs.50 lakhs only. She has given her responsibility that  the  

production work of the company should continue uninterrupted. The  managing director  

has asked her to focus her attention especially on the speed and quality of production  she  

is doing her efficiently. Her reputation is that of a successful leader. She takes every 

decision after discussing it with  all the concerned persons. Her subordinates are happy  

with her. 

Identify the leadership style adopted by kritika. 

Ans: Democratic leadership style. 

Q8: Everyday a new problem crops up at ‘BALCO Engineering Udyog Limited.’ A meeting of  

the managers was held regarding this situation. After a lot of discussion they arrived  at  

this conclusion that the root-cause of all the problems was the company’s weak 

communication system. Hence, if the communication system was improved, they could be 

relieved of the problems to a great extent. With this aim in view, the company invited a 

specialist in communication system. In his lecture, he mainly asserted that it was most 

necessary to ascertain whether the receiver had taken the communication in the  right  

sense. 

Identify the solution suggested by the communication specialist in order to remove the 

barriers in the communications. 

Ans: Ensuring proper feedback. 



Short answer type question (3/4 marks) 

Q.1. The managing director of ‘Narula tyre pvt. Ltd.’ held a meeting of the departmental 

managers. It was attended by all the five departmental managers. In the meeting the 

managing director said that besides doing their current work efficiently, they had also to 

make it capable of shouldering more responsibility in future. For the realization of this 

objective, he invited the suggestions of all of them. He said that on the basis  of  

suggestions of all of them the decision to do so would be taken. The managing director 

prepared a plan on the basis of suggestions received. Out of the five managers three of  

them carried out the plan, but two of them did not care for it. 

(a) Identify the factor of staffing describe in the paragraph above. 

(b) Two of the managers didn’t carry out of the plan. On the basis of this fact, can we 

take it that the communication process has been incomplete? Explain. 

(c) What leadership style is being referred here? 

Ans: (a) Employee development/Promotion and Career Planning. 

(b) No, it can’t be taken that the communication process have been incomplete, because for  

the completion of communication process, only to understand the message is 

necessary, not acting up on it. 

(c) Democratic leadership style. 

Q.2. In a company, the employees is connected with one another, from the  highest to  the  

lowest in a straight hierarchy. Their order is  has  follows:  General  

Manager>Departmental manager>Deputy departmental manager>Supervisor>Foremen> 

workers. The communication among all of them is taking place as follows. The General 

Manager held the meeting of all the employees of the company and said, We should delete 

the word ‘I’ from our vocabulary and in its place we should substitute the word ‘WE’. 

Some of the employees of the company were explaining the company’s policies to some 

others and were giving orders. Similarly, some employees were sending the reports  of  

their work, while some others were busy in complaining. 

(a) Which principle of management has been highlighted by the General Manager in his 

message to the employees? 

(b) What sort of Formal Communication is taking place here? Explain with examples. 

Ans: (a) Espirit De Corps. 

(b) Vertical communication: It is of two types: 

i) Downward Communication: Policies and orders fall in this category. 

ii) Upward Communication: Reports and complaints fall in this category. 

 
Q.3. ‘Anvi Pvt. Ltd.’ has divided its business into four departments; namely, marketing, 

Finance, Production, and Personnel. The finance manager has to arrange finance  for  the  

following year. With this aim, he asks the Marketing Manager of how much worth he would be 

able to sell goods in following year. The reason for asking such a question was to make an estimate 

of purchases and production. Similarly, he asked the Personnel Manger to prepare an 

estimate of the expected number of the employees and the remuneration to be  paid  to 

them. The Financial Manager shared all the information received with Mr Rawat, the 



senior finance Manager. Thus, both jointly prepared the cash budget. 

(a) What type of organizational structure is being adopted by this company? 

(b) What type of formal communication would you call the conversation which took 

place between the heads of different departments? 

(c) What type of formal communication is the conversation which took place between 

the two officials of the Finance Department? 

Ans : (a) Functional Organizational Structure 

(b) Horizontal Communication 

(c) Vertical Communication 

Q.4. Usually we see that on the occasion of Diwali people buy a large number of gifts. ‘Ambe 

Electronics limited’ wants to take advantage  of this habit of people. It decided to  prepare  

a big range of attractive gifts. All the employees of the company co-operated fully to 

implement this decision. One day some of the employees were chatting together in the 

canteen. One of them, Mr Ravindra had secret and enjoyable information about one of his 

colleagues. He was telling them all as he stood amidst them. All of them were enjoying 

themselves the information he shared with them. 

(a) Identify this factor of business Environment. 

(b) In which method of communication comes the chatting going on in the canteen? 

Describe this method. 

(c) To which main type of communication belongs the method referred to in point ‘b’? 

Ans: (a) Social Environment. 

(b) Gossip Chain 

(c) Informal communication. 

Q.5. : Describe the Process of communication. 

Ans: 1) Sender/Communicator. 

2) Message 

3) Encoding. 

4) Media/Transmission. 

5) Decoding. 

6) Feedback 

Q6. State any three non- monetary 

incentives. 

Ans. Three non-monetary incentives are: 

(a) Job Enrichment — is a method of motivating employee by making the task to be 

performed by him more interesting and challenging. The job in itself serves as a  

source of motivation to the employee and brings out the best in him. 

(b) Suggestion System — Is a system where suggestions regarding the work procedure, 

environment are solicited from employees. This increases their participation & 



importance in the working of the enterprise and hence motivates them. 

(c) Job Security - refers to making the employee feel safe in his job positions. He is not 

threatened by transfers or removal from service and hence performs to the best of his 

abilities 

 

 
Q.7: Explain the difference between formal communication and informal communication. 

Ans: The difference between formal communication and informal communication are as follows: 
 

Basis Formal Communication Informal Communication 

1. Channel 
 

 
 

 
2. Nature 

 

3. Speed 
 

 
4. Need 

1. It follows formal or 
established line of command. 

 

 

 
2. Rigid 

 
3. The speed of communication 

is usually slow 
 

4. It  serves organizational 

1. It is a based on informal 
relationship and arises as a result 

 

of personal social or group 

 
2. Flexible 

 
3. It transmits Information Swiftly. 

 

It serves organizational as well as 

individual needs to socialize with 

others. 

 
Long answer type Question (5 marks) 

Q.1: Explain the formal communication network? Write its Feature. 

Ans: It refers to the communication within organization that is officially sanctioned. 

Features: 

(a) Written and oral. It can be both in written or oral. Daily works are handed through  

oral communication while the policy matters require written communication. 

(b) Formal Relations : This communication is adopted among those employees where 

formal relations have been established by the organization. The sender and the  

receiver have some sort of organizational relation. 

(c) Prescribed path: The communication has to pass through a definite channel while 

moving from one person to another For example to convey the  feelings of a worker  

to the manager, their foreman’s help has to be sought. 

(d) Organisational message. This channel is concerned with the authorized organizational 

messages only and the personnel messages are out of its jurisdiction. 



Q.2: Mr Ekant Miglani, after completing his studies of B.B.A is working in the Production 

Department of jai chemicals limited’. There are fifty persons working at different posts in 

this Department. He tries hard to keep a watch over the Routine Activities of all the 

employees. He observed one of the employees, Bholo ram and a few others working on 

machines. They were running the machines in a wrong manner. The machines were very 

sophisticated. Mr Miglani at once explained the right method of working to them. He 

wanted to solve this problem of the employees for good. He called a meeting of his 

subordinates. He took this decision that the company will have to organize training of 

the employee immediately. They also decided all the employees will drop a suggestion 

each in the suggestion-box daily, so that the different activities of the department may 

be improved speedily. It was announced that the employees giving valuable suggestions 

shall be rewarded. On the basis of the above paragraph answer the following question: 

(a) Which method of training of the employees will be suitable to be adopted here? 

Explain. 

(b) Which style of leadership is being followed by Mr Miglani? 

(c) Which method of motivation will be decided to be adopted in the meeting of 

employees? 

Ans: (a) Here the Vestibule training Method will be suitable to be adopted. Under this training 

method a separate training centre is set up. In this centre factory like atmosphere or circumstances 

is/are created and the employees are trained to work on sophisticated machines. 

(b) Democratic Leadership Style. 

(c) Employee Recognition Programme. 

Q.3 Five students of BBA took part in a discussion. The subject of their discussion was: “Why 

do people get motivated to do anything?” The main portions of their discussion are as   

under: The first student said, “People work because they want to deposit wealth enough to 

protect themselves from diseases and to be relieved of the tension of old age.” 

The second student said, “People work because they want to arrange food, cloth and 

shelter for themselves at any rate.” 

The third student said, “People work because they want to reach the top of the field in 

which they are. They, therefore, put in untiring efforts.” 

The fourth student said, “People work, so that when they have money, people will become 

friendly with them and they will stand by them through think and thin.” 

The fifth student said, “People work, so that they may get respect in the society and that 

they may be recognize as exceptional persons.” 

(a) The discussion given above relates to which function of management? 

(b) The five friends spoke about the different needs of people as the basis of their doing 

work. Identify these needs. 

Ans: (a) Motivation 

(b) First friend: Safety Needs 

(c) Second friend: Physiological Needs 



(d) Third friend: Self Actualization Needs 

(e) Fourth friend: Social Needs 

(f) Fifth friend: Esteem Needs 

Q.4:Describe five importance of directing? 
 

Ans: (1) Through directing, managers not only tell the people what they should do, when they 

should do and how they should do, but also see that their instructions  are  

implemented in proper direction 

(2) As the superiors direct the actions of employees towards the predetermined goals, it 

results in unity of direction and achievement of organizational goal. 

(3) It is well known fact that employees are having lot of individual differences such as 

differences in levels of authority, types of job,  interest, attitude,  aptitude  etc. But,  

the directing function integrates and co-ordinates the efforts of all the employees in 

such a way that every individual effort contributes to the organizational performance. 

(4) Through directing, managers not only tell the people what they should do, when they 

should do and how they should do, but also see that their instructions  are  

implemented in proper direction 

(5) As the superiors direct the actions of employees towards the predetermined goals, it 

results in unity of direction and achievement of organizational goal. 

Q.5: Discuss six monetary Incentives. 

Ans. The incentives that have a monetary and financial benefit are called financial incentives. 

They are- 

a) Profit sharing: It has been accepted  that the profit earned by the  firm is also due to  

the effort put by the workers. So they have a  full  right to  receive a share  in it. It  is 

an effective incentive which satisfies the workers. 



b) Co-partnership: Under this system, employees share the capital as well as the profits. 

Under employees stock option plan the workers are given shares. They are also given 

Bonus shares and they share the ownership of the firm. It motivates them  as they  

share the profits too. 

c) Productivity linked wages: Under this system, a sales person is guaranteed a minimum 

wage as well as commission on sales. A commission plan motivates him to work 

better. 

d) Suggestion system: Valuable suggestions are accepted and the  most  valuable ones  

are also rewarded with cash money. 

e) Retirement benefits: Every employee wants his future to be secured. The firm  

provides retirement benefits, pension, provident fund, gratuity etc. 

Perks: various perks such as housing, car allowance foreign trips etc can be given to the 

managers to boost up his morale. 

Q.6. Explain various leadership styles. 

Ans. Autocratic leadership: An autocratic leader gives orders and expects that they  are obeyed.  

He determines the policies for the group without consulting them. All decision making 

power is centralized with the leader. 

Democratic leadership: In this style, the leader consults with his subordinates on proposed 

actions and decisions and encourages them to participate in decision making. This  

improves the attitude of the employees towards their jobs and increases their morale. 

Laissez faire leadership: This style gives a high degree of freedom to his subordinates. 

Group members work themselves as per their own choice and competence. Such a leader 

avoids use of power. He exist as a contact man with the outsiders  to  bring  information 

and the resources the group requires for accomplishing the job. 

 
 

Unit- 8 : CONTROLLING 

1. Meaning of controlling: Comparing actual performance with standards and finding 

deviations if any and taking corrective action. 

Importance of controlling- 

1. Maximum utilization of resources. 

2. Improve efficiency and effectiveness. 

3. Helpful to take corrective action. 

4. Helpful to attain organizational objectives. 

2. Process of Controlling: 

1. Setting performance standards: Standards are the Criteria against which actual 

performance would be measured. Standards serve as bench marks. They can be set in 

both quantitative as well as qualitative. 

2. Measurement of actual performance: Performance should be measured in an objective 

and reliable manner. 

3. Comparing actual performance with standards: in this step actual performance is 

compare with the set standards and deviations are being found. 

4. Analyzing deviations: Major deviation or minor deviation and analyzing the causes of 

deviation. 



• Critical point control: Focus only on Key Result Areas (KRAs). 

• Management by Exception: Concentrate only on major deviations 

only. 

5. Taking corrective action: When deviations go beyond the acceptable range, especially 

in the important areas, it demands immediate managerial attention so that deviations do 

not occur again and standards are accomplished. 

Relationship between Planning and Controlling: 

Planning and controlling are inseparable twins of management. Planning initiates the process 

of management and controlling completes the process. Plans are the basis of control and 

without control the best laid plans may go astray. Planning is clearly a prerequisite for 

controlling. It is utterly foolish to think that controlling could be accomplished without 

planning. 



Q1. Which two standards will you suggest for production department? 

Ans. (i) Quality (ii ) Quantity. 
 

Q2. Why is it said that ‘planning is meaningless without controlling? 

Ans. Because in the absence of controlling nobody will take it seriously to work according to 

the plans and hence, the plans will fail. 

Q3. In which situation the need of taking corrective action arises? 

Ans. In case of negative deviation. 

Q4. Name the two situations in which corrective action is not required. 

Ans. (i) Zero deviation (ii) positive deviation. 
 

Q5. What should be the ‘focus point’ for a manager while controlling as controlling at each 

and every step is not possible? 

Ans. Focus point for a manager While Controlling should be the‘ key result areas’. 

Q6. In controlling process standards were set according to the efficiency of the average 

employee which value has been kept in mind while setting the standards? 

Ans. (i) Increase in the morale of the employees. 

(ii) Improving the quality of production. 

Q7. In a company, employees achieved quantitative standard but could not attain qualitative 

standards which values have been ignored here? 

Ans. i) Production of inferior quality goods. 

ii) Exploitation of consumers. 



Q8. State any one advantage of ‘critical-point control' and ‘management by exception’. 

Ans. By taking care of important deviations both time and efforts are saved. 

Q9. Give meaning of the term ‘deviation’ as used in the control function of management? 

Ans. Deviation refers to the difference between actual performance and standard work. 

Q10. Which two steps in the process of control are concerned with compelling events to 

conform to plan? 

Ans. (i) Setting performance standards and 
 

(ii) Taking corrective action. 

Short answer Question (3/4 marks) 

Q1. Explain the principal of ‘critical-point control’ and ‘principal of management by 

exception’? 

Ans. (i) principal of critical-point control: it refers to that concept of management which holds 

instead of all activities the management should focus its attention  on  only  
important activities. 

(i) Principal of management by exception: it refer to that principal of organizational 

control which holds that only significant deviations (i.e., exceptions) should be 

brought to the top management attentions. 

Q2. Explain two causes of deviations and corrective action to be taken? 

Ans. Cause of deviations- 

(i) Human causes: The efficiency of the employees is the chief cause among the human 

cause. 

(ii) Uncertain events: It includes strikes lockouts, shortage of raw material, entry of 

many competitors in the market, etc. 

Corrective Action 

(i) Corrective action should be taken only after a careful inquiry into the causes of 

deviations. 

(ii) If the wrong standards had been determined, they should be modified. 

Q3. After setting the performance standards the next step in the controlling process is the 

‘measurement of actual performance’. Explain this step in the process of controlling? 

Ans. The second step  in the process of controlling is the measurement of actual  performance.  

The measurements of actual performance is done on the  basis  of  predetermined  

standards. The measurement of actual performance tells the manager whether the  work  

has been done according to the plan or not. 

Performance should be measured in an objective and reliable manner which includes 

personal observation, sample checking. Performance should be measured in  same  terms  

in which standards have been established, this will facilitate comparison. 

Q4. Michel john is  a sole proprietor in Nicrobar. He  has started trade after getting M.B.A.  

degree. he is fully familiar of management. He starts his business with the planning 

function of management. He desires that all his activities should conform to planning. To 

this effect, he has adopted a system that keeps a constant watch on the business 



Consequently, there is zero possibility of adverse results. It can, therefore, be said that this 

method is directly related to the results. Mr. John also believes that  this method  applies 

not only to any one level of management but to all the levels as well. 

a) Identify the function of management referred to in the aforesaid paragraph. 

b) Describe any two importance's of the functions of management as identified 

under point (a) above. 

Ans. (a) Controlling 
 

(b) Two importance of controlling are as under: 

(i) Controlling helps in achieving goals: Controlling helps to achieve the goals of the 

organization by actual work performance with the standards. 

(ii) Controlling increases efficiency: Controlling increases efficiency through optimum 

utilization of all the resources, such as Man, Machine, Material and money. 
 

Q5. “Prakash limited” is accompany manufacturing electrical goods Smt. Ruby is its managing 

director. By virtue of her wise directions, the company has achieved great heights. A 

management institute one day invited her for a lecture. There she got an opportunity to 

dialogue with the students of management studies. She narrated to them the story of her 

success. She told them two main things, First: the employee should know that their work 

is being evaluated and progress report prepared. Second, optimum use of physical 

resources should be made possible. 

a) Identify the above said function of the management. 

b) On the basis of the aforesaid paragraph write two point regarding the importance of 

the function of management as identified in point (a) above. 

Ans. (a) Controlling 
 

(b) Two importance of controlling are as under: 

(i) Controlling helps in achieving goals: Controlling helps to achieve the goals of the 

organization by actual work performance with the standards. 

(ii) Controlling increases efficiency: Controlling increases efficiency through optimum 

utilization of all the resources, such as Man, Machine, Material and money. 

Q6. Love and kush are two friends. both are MBA (final  year)  students.  One  day,  their 

professor called them to class stage for a surprise Test. He told that one of them will 

establish relationship between any two functions of management then the other one, will 

establish reverse relationship between the same two functions. Both will have to give 

justification for the relationship explained by them. It was a test carrying 50  marks. But  

the students were Intelligent and skillful. Love was the first to speak. 

Love said that in his opinion of the functions of management selected by him one  is  

always looking ahead (future) and the other is looking back (past). 

 

No sooner did love express his opinion, than Kush identified the function selected by (love). 
In his reply, Kush said that the one function  stated by love  to have been looking ahead was  
in his opinion, looking back and the other one stated by him (love) to have  been  looking  
back was looking ahead. 



(a) Identify the functions of the management discussed in the above paragraph. 

(b) Justify the contrary relations of management functions as viewed by love and Kush. 

Ans. (a) Planning and controlling. 

(c) Plans are prepared for future and involve looking ahead. On the contrary, controlling  

is like a postmortem of past activities to find out deviations from the  standards. In  

that sense controlling is a backward looking function. However, it should be 

understood that planning is guided by past experiences and the corrective action 

initiated by control function. 

Q7. Explain any three feature of controlling? 

Ans. (i) Controlling is a fundamental management function: 

(ii) Pervasive function: 

(iii) Controlling is a continuous activity: 

Long Answer Questions (5Marks) 

Q1.     Explain the various steps in the process of controlling? 

Ans. Steps in the process of controlling 

[1] Setting Performance Standards: Standards serve as criteria against which actual 

performance would be measured. It can be both in terms of quantitative and 

qualitative. 

[2] Measurement of Actual Performance: Performance should be measured in an 

objective and reliable manner. 

[3] Comparison of Actual Performance with Standards: in this steps actual 

performance are compared with standard such comparis on reveals deviations. 

[4] Analyzing deviations: This step compels events to conform to plans. Deviations are 

the errors or weakness which may occur in the process of achievement of goals and  

the manager has to rectify them. The acceptable range of deviations must be 

determined. 

[5] Taking Corrective Action: It is necessary to identify the exact deviation to take 

corrective action. This step compels events to conform to plans. 



Q2.  Mr.   Jai Prakash Gupta is the general manager of “ Bhagwati Udyog pvt. Ltd.” With   a   

view to running his business in a careful manner, he divided all the activities into seven 

departments. These Departments were: purchase, Marketing, production, personnel, 

finance, Accounting and Correspondence. Later on, he realized that accounting and 

correspondence department can be merged into finance department. Thus, all business 

activities were divided into  five departments. Mr. Gupta  is now thinking on the  lines as  

to which are the department, out of these five that will have significant role in the success 

of the business, After complete analysis, he concluded that marketing, production and 

finance were the department on which success of the business depended,  It  meant that 

even of some shortcoming occurred in the departments of purchase and personnel, it would 

not affect much the success of the business, Thereafter, Mr. Gupta determined deviation 

tolerance limits of these three main departments. It meant that if deviation of these 

departments remains within this tolerance limit, then it will be looked after by the 

concerned manager. However, in case the deviation  is beyond  this  limit that same  will  

be brought to the notice of General Manager. 

(a) Identify two function of the management referred in the above paragraph (b) Describe 

the relevant concepts of identified functions. 

Ans: (a) Organizing and controlling 

(b) (i) Concept related to organizing-Under it, second step of organizing process 

i.e., departmentalization is involved. 

(ii) Concept related to Controlling-Following two concepts are related to 
controlling 

(a) Critical point control- it is the concept of management which holds instead of all 

activities the management should focus its attention on only important activities. 

Management by Exception- it refer to that principal of organizational control which holds that only 

significant deviations (i.e., exceptions) should be brought to the notice of management. 



Part - B 

Business Finance 

Unit - 9 : FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

 
Business Finance-It refers to funds required for carrying out business activities. 

 

Financial Management- It includes decisions relating to procurement of funds, investment of 

funds in long term and short term assets and distribution of earning to the owner. 

Objective of Financial Management:-Maximize wealth of equity shareholders which means 

maximizing the market price of equity shares. 
 

Financial Decisions- (ACRONYM-FDI-F-FINACING, D-DIVIDEND, I-INVESTMENT) 

A) Investment decision-It is concerned with investment of firms fund in different assets (Fixed 

assets and current assets) 

Long Term or Capital Budgeting Decision- Related to decisions taken to invest in the fixed 

assets. 

Factors Affecting – 

1. Cash flow positions 2. Return on investment 3. Investment criteria. 

B) Financing decision- It deals with determination of sources of finance, amount to be raised 

from each Source. 

Factors Affecting- 
 

1. Cost 2. Risk 

3. Tax Rate 4. Cash flow position 

C) Dividend decisions- It refers decisions related to amount of profit to be distributed among 

shareholders and amount of profit to be retained in the business for financing. 

Factors Affecting- 
 

1. Amount of earning 2. Stability of earning 

3. cash flow position 4. Taxation policy 

Financial planning-is the process of estimating the funds requirement, specifying the 

sources of fund and utilizing them in an optimum manner. 

Objective of financial Planning- 

1. To ensure availability of funds whenever required 

2. To ensure unnecessarily finance is not raised. 

Capital Structure – Refers to proportion of debt and equity used for financing the operations 

of business. 



Factors Affecting– 
 

1. Cash flow positions 2. Return on investment 

3. Tax rate 4. Cost of Debts 

5. Control 6. Risk 

7. Stock market condition.  

Fixed Capital–it refers to money invested in the fixed assets, which is to be used over a long 

period of time. 

Factors Affecting – 
 

1. Nature of business 2. Scale of operations 

3. Choice of technique 4. Growth prospectus 

Working Capital – it refers to money invested in the current assets, which is to be used over 

a short period of time. 

Factors Affecting–1-Nature of business 2-Scale of operations 3-Production cycle 4-Seasonal 

factors. 

 
Very short questions 

 

Q. 1. Management has to decide whether a new and modern plant should be replaced with the old 

one. Which type the financial decision is it. 

Ans. Investment Decision. 

Q.2. A company wants to establish a new unit in which a machinery of worth Rs.10 lacs is 

involved. Identify the type of decision involved in financial management? 

Ans. Capital Budgeting decision or investment decision. 

Q.3. A decision is taken to raise money for long-term capital needs of the business from 

certain sources. What is this decision called? 

Ans. Financing decision. 
 

Q.4. What is meant by ‘Financial Risk’? 

Ans . Financial risk refers to inability to meet fixed financial charges like interest payment, 

preference dividend and repayment obligations. 

Q.5. What kind of decisions involves distributions of profit to share holders? 

Ans. Dividend Decisions. 
 

Q.6 Which type of dividend policy should be followed by a company having growth opportunities? 

Ans. Conservative dividend policy, i.e. such company should pay less dividend. 

Q.7. Identify, why the requirement of Fixed Capital for a trading concern are different from 

that of a manufacturing organization. 

Ans. Trading concern requires less fixed capital as compared to manufacturing organization because 



trading concern requires relatively much less investment in fixed assets. 

Q.8. Ankit adopted a new policy in his business: Purchase computer on credit and sell them for 

cash. Will it affects the requirement of working capital? 

Ans. Yes, it will reduce the need of working capital as the debtors due to cash sales and there is 

less investment in inventory due to credit availed. 

Q.9. For optimal procurement of funds, a finance manager identifies different available sources 

and compares those in term of cost and associated risks. Identify and define the concept 

highlighted in the above lines. 

Ans. The concept is financial management and is concerned with management of flow of funds 

and involves decisions relating to procurement and investment of funds, in long term and 

short term assets and distribution of earning to the owner. 

Q.10. How do ‘Growth Opportunities’ as a factor affect dividend decision? State. 

Ans. Companies having growing opportunities in near future declare lesser  dividend  as  

compared to companies, which do not have any growth plans. 

Q.11. State how ‘Growth Prospects’ affect the working capital requirements of a company? 

Ans. The firms which have sufficient possibilities of growth prospects in future require more 

working capital. However, for companies with lesser prospects, less working capital is 

needed. 

 

Short Answer Type Questions (3/4 marks Each) 

Q 1. What are the objectives of financial management for an organization? Give any three 

reasons in support of your answer. 

Ans. 1. Financial management helps in determination of total funds required. 

2. Helps in allocation of fund for fixed assets and current assets. 

3. Helps in determination of sources to raise fund for the organization. 

4. Wealth maximization 

Q 2 What do you mean by Financial planning? Explain its two importance. 

Ans. Financial planning is the process of estimating the funds requirement, specifying the 

sources of fund and utilizing them in an optimum manner. 

Importance of financial Planning- 

1. To ensure availability of funds whenever required–financial needs are anticipated 

and then the sources of availability of finance are allocated. 

2. It helps the company to prepare for the future-It forecasts what may happen in 

future under different business situations and decide what must be done in each 

situation. 

Q 3. Financial decision is concerned with selection of fixed assets in which funds  will  be  

invested by the business? Identify the decision and explain any three factors affecting the 

decision. 

Ans. Long term Investment decision/Capital Budgeting Decision-It is concerned with 

investment of firm’s fund in different fixed assets like buying of machinery. 



Factors Affecting – 

1. Cash flow position of the company-Before considering an investment option, 

business must carefully analyse the net cash flow expected from the investment  

during the life of the investment. Investment should be made if net cash flow is more. 

2. Return on investment-Investment should be done in the projects which earn the 

higher rate of return. It should be calculated on the basis of expected return of the 

projects. 

3. Investment criteria-Before taking decision, each investment opportunity must be 

compared by using the various capital budgeting techniques. These  techniques  

involve calculation of rate of return, cash flow during the life of investment, cost of 

capital etc. 

Q.4.  ‘Sarah  Ltd.’ is a company manufacturing cotton yarn.  It has been consistently earning   

good profits for many years. This year too, it has been able to generate enough profits. 

There is availability of enough cash in the company and good prospects for growth in 

future. It is a well managed organization and believes in quality, equal employment 

opportunities and good remuneration practices. 

It has many shareholders who prefer to receive a regular income from their investments. It 

has taken a loan of Rs.40 lakhs from IDBI and is bound by certain restrictions on the 

payment of dividend according to the terms of loan in agreement. 

The above discussion about the company leads to various factors which decide how much 

of the profits should be retained and how much has to be distributed by the company. 

Quoting the lines from the above discussion identity and explain any four such factor. 

Ans. Dividend Decision-It refers decisions related to the amount of profit to  be distributed  

among shareholders and amount of profit to be retained in the business for further growth 

of the business.. 

Factors affecting dividend decision: 

(i) Stability of Earnings: It affects dividend decision as a company having stable 

earnings is in a position to declare higher dividends. 

(ii) Cash Flow Position: A good cash flow position is necessary for declaration of 

dividend. ‘There is availability of enough cash in the company’. 

(iii) Growth prospects: If a company has good growth opportunities, it pays out fewer 

dividends. ‘Good prospects for the growth in the future’. 

(iv) Shareholders’ Preferences: Shareholders ’preference is kept in mind by the 

management before declaring dividends. ‘It may have shareholders who prefer to 

receive regular income from their investments’. 

 

Long Answer Type Questions (5marks) 

Q1. What is the Capital structure? Explain any five factors affecting the choice of capital structure? 

Ans. Capital structure refers to mix sources of long term finance. Sources of finance include 

Share capital, Borrowed fund and Retained earnings. The appropriate proportion of funds  

is made in such a manner that it can give more benefit or return to the shareholders. 



Factors affecting the choice of capital structure 

1. Cash Flow Position: Size of projected cash flows must be considered before issuing 

debt, to ensure that it has sufficient cash buffer after meeting its fixed cash  

obligations. 

2. Interest Coverage Ratio (ICR): The interest coverage ratio refers to the number of 

times earnings before interest and taxes of a company covers the interest obligation. 

3. Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR):Debt Service Coverage Ratio takes care of  

the deficiencies referred to in the Interest Coverage Ratio(ICR). 

4. Return on Investment(RoI):If the RoI of the company is higher, it  can choose to  

use trading on equity to increase it EPS, i.e., its ability to use debt is greater. 

5. Cost of debt: A firm’s ability to borrow at a lower rate increases its capacity to 

employ higher debt. Thus, more debt can be used if debt can be raised at a lower rate. 

Q2. What do you mean by Working capital? Explain any four factors affecting the requirement  

of working capital. 

Ans. Working capital refers to the amount which is invested in current assets. This fund also 

needed for payment of daily expenses, payment of current liabilities etc. this investment 

facilitate smooth business operation. 

Factors affecting the requirement of working capital . 

1. Nature of business:-the requirement of working capital depends on the nature of 

business. Manufacturing business requires more  amount  of working capital because  

it takes lot of time in converting raw material into finished goods while trading 

business requires less amount of working capital. 

2. Scale of operation:-Business operating on larger scale requires more funds to 

maintain the high quantum of inventory, debtors or meet day to day expenses as 

compared to small scale business. 

3. Business Cycle:-Different phases of business cycle affect the  requirement  of  

working capital by a firm. In case of boom, there is increase in production and scales 

leading to the increased requirement for  working capital  whereas the  requirements 

for working capital reduce during depression. 

4. Seasonal factors: - many businesses may have high level of activity during specific 

period of time which may be referred as season time. Therefore, during peak season 

the level of activity is high , leading to increased need of working capital  as  

compared to the capital during lean period. 

Q3. Which decision is concerned with rising of finance using shareholders’ funds or borrowed 

Funds ? Identify and describe the financial decision involve in this decision. Explain any 

four factors affecting that decision. 

Ans. Financing decision:- This decision concerned with raising of finance using shareholders 

fund or borrowed fund. It involves identification of various sources of finance and the 

quantum of finance to be raised from long term and short term sources. 



Factors affecting the financing decision. 

1. Cost: - cost of raising fund influences the financing decisions. A prudent financial 

manager selects the cheapest source of finance. 

2. Risk: - Debt capital is most risky and from the point of view of risk it should not be 

used. 

3. Floatation cost: - From the point of view of floating costs, retained profit is the most 

appropriate source. Therefore, it should be made. 

4. Cash Flow position:-If the cash flow position of the company is good, the payment  

of interest on the debt and the refund of capital can be easily made. Therefore, in  

order to advantage of cheap finance, debt can be given priority. 

Q4. What do you mean by fixed capital? Explain any four factors affecting the requirement of 

fixed capital. 

Ans. Fixed capital refers to the amount which is invested in fixed assets of the business enterprise. 

This capital is used to acquire Land & Building, Plant and Machinery, Furniture etc. This 

capital is raised from the long term sources of finance. 

Factors affecting the requirement of fixed capital . 

1. Nature of business:-The requirement of fixed capital depends on the nature of 

business. Manufacturing business requires heavy amount of fixed capital to invest in 

the fixed assets like-Land & Building, Plant and Machinery, Furniture etc, where as 

trading concern business require less capital. 

2. Scale of operation:-Business operating on larger scale requires larger amount  of  

fixed capital as they need heavy and bigger machinery and equipments. However, 

firms operating at small scale need relatively lesser fixed capital. 

3. Choice of Technique- Production technique adopted by business also influences the 

requirement of fixed capital. Companies using capital-intensive technique require 

more fixed capital as larger investment is needed in the plant and machinery as it  

relies less on manual labour. 

4. Growth prospects-Companies with growth plans in  future need more fixed  capital  

as more investment in the plant and machinery is needed to increase the production 

capacity. In other situation requires less fixed capital. 



Unit – 10 : Financial Market 

Financial Market: This market refers to that market where financial securities are exchanged. 

Functions of Financial Market 

1. Facilitates Price Discovery 

2. Provides Liquidity Financial Assets 

3. Reduce the cost of transactions 

4. Mobilize savings and channelize them into most productive uses. 

Types of Financial Market- 

1. Capital Market– 

Where long term securities are sold and purchased. 

2. Money Market: Which deals in short term securities i.e. whose maturity period is less 

than 01year. 

Types of capital market- 

1. Primary or new issue market 

2. Secondary Market (Stock Exchange) 

Primary or new issue Market-It refers to that market in which securities are sold for the first 
time for collecting long term capital. 

Secondary Market-Where already issued securities are sale and purchase, 

Various methods of floating capital- 

1. Public Issue- Under this method, the company issues a prospectus and invites the general 

public to purchase shares or debentures. 

2. Offer for Sale-Under this method, Firstly the new securities are offered to an intermediary 

at a fixed price. They further resell the same to the general public. 

3. Private Placement-The Company sell securities to the institutional investors or brokers 

instead of selling them to the general public. 

4. Right Issue – When an existing company issues new securities, first of all it invites its 

existing shareholders. 

5. Electronic Initial Public offer (e-IPO’s) – Under this method, companies issue 

theirsecurities through the electronic medium (i.e. internet) 

Money Market –This is the market in which short term securities are trades. 

Instruments: (TC4) 

1. Treasury Bill (T-bills) 2. Commercial Paper 

3. Call Money: 4. Certificate of Deposit(CD): 

5. Commercial Bill (Trade Bill) 

Depository: -A Depository is an institution which holds the shares of an investor in electronic 

form. It acts as bank where investors can open a securities account and deposit the electronic 



form of securities. At present, there are two depository institutions in India: 

NSDL – National Securities Depository Limited. 

CDSL – Central Depository Services Limited. 

D’MAT/ Demat Account:-D’Mat Account refers to that account which is opened by the investors 

with depository participant to facilitate trading in shares. 

Stock exchange- The stock exchange is a market in which existing securities are bought and 

sold. 

Functions of stock exchange 

1. Providing Liquidity and Marketability to Existing Securities 

2. Pricing of Securities: 

3. Safety of Transactions: 

4. Contributes to Economic Growth: 

5. Spreading of Equity Cult: 

6. Providing Scope for Speculation: 

Trading procedure in the stock exchange- 

1. Selection of broker and signing of broker- client agreement, submitting other details including 

PAN (mandatory) 

2. Opening Demat Account or ‘beneficial owner’(BO) account with depository participant(DP) 

3. Placing the order with broker and confirmation slip issued to investor by broker. 

4. Broker will in-line match the share and best price available. 

5. When the price will match order will be executed electronically and a trade confirmation slip 

will be issued to the investor. 

6. Within 24 hours, contract Note will be issued by the broker containing details of the transaction. 

it is legally enforceable and helps to settle disputes. 

7. Investor has to deliver the shares or pay cash for the shares. This is called the pay- in-day. 

8. Cash is paid or securities are delivered on pay-in-day , which is before T+2 day. 

9. On T+2 day, exchange will deliver shares or make payment to the other broker. This is called 

pay-out day. The broker will make payment to the investor within 24 hours of pay-out day. 

10. The broker can deliver directly to demat account. 

 

 

Q.1. You are a finance expert. One of your friends come to you and tells you that the capital 

market and the money market are one and the same, whereas you differ with him. How 

would you convince him? Give any four reasons. 

Ans. I will convince  my friend  by telling him the point of difference between  capital  market  

and money market. 

Q.2. “All securities can be traded in the stock exchange.”Do you agree? 

Ans. No, I do not agree with the given statement. Securities of only those companies can be  

traded in the stock exchange, which have completed its listing requirement. 

Q.3. Why do money market instrument are more liquid as compare to capital market 

instrument? 

Ans. Monet market instrument are more liquid as compare to capital market instrument due to 

presence of Discount Finance House of India (DFHI) in money market. DFHI provides a 

ready market for money market instrument and that is why, these instruments enjoy higher 

liquidity. 



Short Answer Type Question (3 or 4 marks) 

Q1. Mr. Rohit is a holder of financial securities in Futura limited. He wants to sell  his securities  

to purchase new securities of another company. You are required to suggest him the 

markets where he can sell his securities and describe the concept. Explain two function of 

that market. 

Ans. Financial Market: This market refers to that market where financial securities are 

exchanged. 
 

Functions of Financial Market 

1. Facilitates Price Discovery: - The price  of any goods or services is determined by  

the forces of demand and supply. Like goods and services, the investors also try to 

discover the price of their securities. The financial market is helpful to the  investors  

in giving them proper price. 

2. Provides Liquidity Financial Assets:-This is market where the buyers and the sellers 

of all the securities are available all the times. This is a reason that it provides  

liquidity securities. It means that they invest their money, whenever they desire, in 

securities through the medium of financial market. They can also convert their 

investment into money whenever they so desire. 



Q2. What do you mean by the SEBI? Explain its objectives. 

Ans. The Securities Exchange Board of India was established in 1992 to protect the interest 

of investors and to regulate and control the trading of financial securities. 

Objectives of SEBI- 

1. Regulation of stock exchange- It regulate stock exchanges so that efficient services 

may be provided to all the parties operating there. 

2. Protection to the Investors-SEBI protects interest of investors from wrong 

information given by the company and reducing the risk of delivery and payment 

etc 

3. Checking the Insider Trading-It means the buying and selling of securities by those 

persons (Directors, Promoters etc) who have some secret information about the 

company and who wish to take advantages of this secret information. SEBI check 

insider trading. 

Q3: What is Primary or New issue market? Explain various methods of floating capital. 

Ans. It refers to that market in which securities are sold for the first time for collecting long 

term capital. 

Various methods of floating capital.- 

Public Issue- Under this method, the company issues a prospectus and invites thegeneral public to 

purchase shares or debentures. 

1. Offer for Sale-Under this method, Firstly the new securities are offered to an 

intermediary at a fixed price. They further resell the same to the general public. 

2. Private Placement-The company sell securities to the institutional investors or 

brokers instead of selling them to the general public. 

3. Right Issue – When an existing company issues new securities, First of all it invites 

its existing shareholders. 

4. Electronic Initial Public offer (e-IPO’s) – Under this method, companies issue their 

securities through the electronic medium (i.e. internet) 

Q4. What do you mean by the Depository? Explain 

Ans. Depository:-A Depository is an institution which holds the shares of an investor in  

electronic form. It act as bank where investors can open a securities account and deposit  

the electronic form of securities. At present, there are two depository institutions in India: 

1. NSDL – National Securities Depository Limited. 

2. CDSL – Central Depository Services Limited. 

Q5. What do mean by the DeMat account? Explain. 

Ans. DeMat (Dematerialization) Account refers to that account which is opened by the investors 

with depository participant to facilitate trading in shares. 

Q6. What are the functions of SEBI? Explain. 

Ans. Functions of SEBI- 

(i) Regulatory Functions-These functions aim to regulate the functioning of the stock 



exchange. It includes registration of brokers, Investment schemes, and regulation of 

stock bankers. 

 
(ii) Development Function-These functions aim to promote the development of stock 

exchange. It includes registration of brokers, Investment schemes, and regulation of stock 

bankers. It includes training of intermediaries of the securities market. 

(iii) Protective Functions- These functions aim to protect interest of investors, controlling 

insider trading, unfair trade practice etc. 

Long Answer type Questions (5 marks) 

Q1. Which financial market meets the short term financial requirement of business? Identify 

concept and Explain instruments of that market. 

Ans. Money Market Instruments: 
 

1. Treasury Bill (T-bills): It is basically an instrument of short-term borrowing by the 

Government of India maturing in less than one year. They are also known as Zero 

Coupon Bonds. 

2. Commercial Paper: It is a short-term unsecured promissory note, negotiable and 

transferable by endorsement and delivery with a  fixed  maturity period. It  is issued  

by large and credit worthy companies to raise sort-term funds at lower rates of interest 

than market rates. It usually has a maturity period of 15days to one year. 

3. Call Money: It is a short-term finance repayable on demand, with a maturity period  

of one day to fifteen days, used for inter-bank transactions. It is a method by which 

banks borrow from each other to be able to maintain the cash reserve ratio. 

4. Certificate of Deposit  (CD):  It is  an  unsecured, negotiable short-term instrument  

in bearer form, issued by commercial banks  and development  financial institutions.  

It can be issued to individuals, corporations and companies. 

5. Commercial Bill (Trade Bill): It is a short-term, negotiable, self-liquidating 

instrument which is used to finance the credit sales of firms. The bill can be  

discounted with a bank if the seller (drawer) needs funds before the bill maturity. 

Q2. Give the meaning and definition of Stock exchange? Explain the functions of stock 

exchange. 

Ans. Meaning-The stock exchange is a market where existing securities are bought and sold. 

Definition-The securities contract (regulation) act, 1956 defines “a stock exchange as an 

association, organization, body of individuals, whether incorporated  or  not, established  

for the purpose of assisting, regulating and controlling of business in buying, selling and 

dealing insecurities”. 

Functions of stock exchange 

1. Providing Liquidity and Marketability to Existing Securities: It gives investors  

the chance to disinvest and re-invest. This provides both liquidity and easy 

marketability to already existing securities in the market. 

2. Pricing of Securities: Share prices on a stock exchange are determined by the forces 

of demand and supply. A stock exchange is a mechanism of constant valuation 



through which the prices of securities are determined. 

3. Safety of Transactions: The membership of a stock exchange is well regulated and  

its dealings are well defined according to the existing legal frame work. This ensures 

that the investing public gets a safe and fair deal on the market. 

4. Contributes to Economic Growth: A stock exchange is a market in which existing 

securities are re-sold or traded. Through this process of disinvestment and re- 

investment savings get channelized into their most productive investment avenues. 

This leads to capital formation and economic growth. 

5. Spreading of Equity Cult: The exchange can play a vital role in ensuring wider  

share ownership by regulating new issues, better trading practices and taking effective 

steps in educating the public about investments. 

6. Providing Scope for Speculation: The stock exchange provides sufficient scope 

within in the provisions of law for speculative activity in a restricted and controlled 

manner. 

Q3. Describe procedure to trade securities in a Stock Exchange. 

Ans. Trading Procedure:- 

The procedure for purchase and sale of securities in a stock exchange involves the following steps: 
 

 
1. Selection of broker and signing of broker- client agreement, submitting other details including 

PAN (mandatory) 

2. Opening Demat Account or ‘beneficial owner’(BO) account with depository participant(DP) 

3. Placing the order with broker and confirmation slip issued to investor by broker. 

4. Broker will in-line match the share and best price available. 

5. When the price will match order will be executed electronically and a trade confirmation slip 

will be issued to the investor. 

6. Within 24 hours, contract Note will be issued by the broker containing details of the transaction. 

it is legally enforceable and helps to settle disputes. 

7. Investor has to deliver the shares or pay cash for the shares. This is called the pay- in-day. 

8. Cash is paid or securities are delivered on pay-in-day , which is before T+2 day. 

9. On T+2 day, exchange will deliver shares or make payment to the other broker. This is called 

pay-out day. The broker will make payment to the investor within 24 hours of pay-out day. 

10. The broker can deliver directly to demat account. 



Unit - 12 : CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Meaning: Consumer protection means protecting the interest of consumers. 

Importance of consumer 

protection. 

From consumers point of 

view 

1. Consumer Ignorance: Most of the consumers are not aware of their rights and relief 

available to them. It is therefore necessary to educate them and create awareness 

among them. 

2. Unorganized Consumers: There is need to organize consumers in the form of 

consumer association who would take care of their interest. 

3. Wide spread exploitation of consumers: Unscrupulous and unfair trade practices, 

such as defective and unsafe products, hoarding and  black  marketing  etc.  are  

wide spread. Consumers require protection against such malpractices. 

From Business Point of view: 

1. Long term Interest: It is in the long term interest of the business to satisfy customers. 

When customers are satisfied business gets repeated sales and its customers 

increase. 

2.  Use of society’s resources: Business firms use resources of the society. Therefore, 

they are under an obligation to supply products and services which are in public 

interest. 

3. Social Responsibility: A businessman has responsibility towards various groups. 

Customer is one of the important groups because firms earn money by selling goods 

and services to them. 

4. Government Intervention: If businessman wants to avoid intervention of government 

then they should not involve in unfair trade practices. Firms should voluntarily serve 

the needs and interests of customers. 

5. Moral Justification: It is a moral duty of every business firm to take care of 

customer’s interest. It must avoid all types of unscrupulous and unfair trade 

practices. 

Scope of Consumer Protection Act: The act applies to all goods and services of 

any kind other than for commercial purposes provided by the sector – private, public 

or co-operative. It also covers public utility services. Any ultimate consumer or 

registered association of consumers, state and central Govt. can file a complaint 

under this act. Complain can be filed either personally or by post.  There is no fee 

for filing a complaint. 

 Consumer’s Rights: 
 

1. Right to safety: It is a consumer’s right to be protected against goods and services 

which are hazardous to health and life. 

2. Right to be Informed: A consumer has a right to have complete information about 

the quality, quantity, price of goods, ingredients etc 



3. Right to Choose: Every consumer has the right to choose the goods from a variety 

of products at competitive prices. 

4. Right to be heard; The consumer has the right to file a complaint and to be heard in 

case of dissatisfaction with products services. 

5. Right to Seek Redressal: The consumer has a right to get relief in case the product 

or services falls short of his expectation 

6. Right to consumer Education: The consumer has a right to acquire knowledge and 

to be a well-informed consumer throughout life. 

 

Redressal Agencies 
 

Basis District Forum State Commission National Commission 

Composition A President and two A President and two 
other members 

A President and four 
other members 
including one women 

Compensation 
claim 

Up to Rs.20 Lakhs Above 20 lakhs but  

Appeal 

commission ag 

Go to state 

ainst order 

 
 

within 

Go to national 

commission within 
30 days. 

Go to Supreme Court 

within 30 days. 

 

 
Ways and Means of Consumer protection: 

 

    


 Consumer’s Responsibilities: 
 

1. Be aware about various goods and services available in the market so that  

an intelligent and wide choice can be made. 

2. Read labels carefully so as to have information about prices, net weight, 

manufacturing and expiry dates etc. 

3. Ask for cash memo on purchase of goods and services. This would serve as a 

proof purchase made. 

4. Be honest in your dealing. Choose only from legal sources and discourage 

unfair practices like black marketing, hoarding etc. 

5. File a complaint in appropriate consumer forum in case of a short coming in the 

quality of goods purchased or services availed. 

6. Respect the environment. Avoid waste, littering and contributing to pollution. 

Role and functions of consumer organizations and NGOs 

Self 

Regulations 

Business 

Associations 

Consumer 

organisation 

Consumer 

Awareness 
Government 



1. Educating to Consumers 

2. Collecting data on different products and Testing them 

3. Filing suit on behalf of consumers 

4. Helping Educational institutions 

5. Promoting network of consumer association. 

6. Extending support to Government 

 

NGOs: Non-Government Organizations are those organizations which aim at 

promoting the welfare of the people with non-profit concept. They are taking up 

various aspects of consumer exploitation. 

Very Short Answer Type Questions 

Q.1 Government is actively advertising for ‘Jago Grahaks Jago’. Which consumer 

right is highlighted in the given statement? 

Ans. Right to consumer education. 

Q.2 The approach of Caveat Emptor has been changed to Caveat Venditor. What do 

the two approaches mean? Why such a radical change has taken place? 

Ans. The approach of Caveat Emptor means let the buyer beware and approach of caveat 

venditor means let the seller beware. The change has taken place because a 

consumer is said to be a king in the current competitive market and all the 

marketing efforts of a firm revolve around him. 

Q.3 If the market has enough qualities and varieties of product at competitive prices, 

then buyer have an opportunity of wise selection. Identify the consumer right 

discussed. 

Ans. Right to choose 

Q.4 Identify the products to which the following quality certification marks are 

associated. Also mention the name of quality mark. 

Ans. (i) food products (FPO marks); 



(ii) Electrical appliances (ISI mark); 

(iii) Jeweler (Hallmark); 

(iv) Environmental friendly products (Eco mark); 

(v) Agriculture products(Agmark). 

Q.5 Mili went to a shopkeeper to buy vegetable oil. The shopkeeper forced her to buy 

a particular brand out of various available brands. Which right of Mili has been 

exploited? 

Ans. Right to choose. 

Q.6 Ramesh purchased medicines without noticing a date of expiry. He did not obtain 

cash memo. Do you think, Ramesh will be able to protect himself by loss caused 

due to expired medicine? 
 

Ans. No Ramesh will not be able to protect himself as he didn’t obtain the proof of 
purchase, 

i.e. cash memo. 

Q.7 Mention the quality mark which a consumer should look for while purchasing 

the following products: 

(i) Electrical goods; (ii) Jewellery; (iii) Agriculture products; 

(iv) Food products; (v) Environmental friendly 
 

products. Ans. (i) ISI marks; (ii) 

Hallmarks; (iii) Agmark;    

(iv) FPO mark; (v) Eco mark.  

Q.8 Why consumer protection is important for consumers? Give any one 

reason. Ans. It is important because of ‘consumer ignorance’. 

Q.9 Which act provides for the setting up of three tier 

machinery? Ans. Consumer Protection Act,1986. 

Q.10 Which consumer right entitles the consumer to get relief in case the product or 

service falls short of his expectation? 

Ans. Right to seek redressal. 

Q.11 Name the right, which suggests that a consumer has a right to register his 

dissatisfaction? Ans.Right to be heard. 

Q.13 Which can serve as the proof of purchase made, for filing a complaint against 

defective product? 

Ans. Cash memo. 

Q.14 Rita wants to buy a packet of juice. As an aware customer how can she be sure 

about the quality of juice she plans to buy? 

Ans. Rita should look for FPO Mark on the packet of juice. 

Q15 Pragya brought an iron of a reputed brand for Rs. 1,500 but it caused an electric 

shock while it was being used Pragya wants to exercise her‘Right’. 



Identify the ‘Right ‘under which he can be protected. 

Ans. Right to Safety. 

 
Short Answer Question (3/4 Marks) 

Q 1 Hari purchase a book for Rs. 250. Later on, he found that MRP of book was Rs. 200 

only and the shopkeeper had put a sticker of Rs. 250 on the original MRP. Answer 

the following question: 

(i) Which right of Hari is violated in the given case? 

(ii) Can he recover the extra money? 

(iii) Whether any option is available against the bookseller? 

Ans. (i) Right to be informed is violated; 

(i) Yes, Hari can recover extra money of Rs.50; 

(ii) Hari also has more option: 

(a) He can ask for refund of money after returning the book; 

(b) He can also sue bookseller for unfair practices. 

Q2 What is the role of consumer organizations and non-government organizations? 

Describe. 

Ans. Role of consumer organizations and non-government organizations- 

7. Educating to Consumers 

8. Collecting data on different products and Testing them 

9. Filing suit on behalf of consumers 

10. Helping Educational institutions 

11. Promoting network of consumer association. 

12. Extending support to Government 

Long Answer Type Questions (5 marks) 

Q1 What is the concept of consumer protection give importance of consumer 

protection.Ans. Meaning: Consumer protection refers to protecting the consumer 

against anti- 

consumer trade practices by the producers or sellers. 

Importance of consumer protection. 

From consumer’s point of view 

1. Consumer Ignorance: Most of the consumers are not aware of their rights and 

relief available to them. It is therefore necessary to educate them and create 

awareness among them. 

2. Unorganized Consumers: There is need to organize consumers in the  form  

of consumer association who would take care of their interest. 

3. Wide spread exploitation of consumers: Unscrupulous and unfair trade 

practices, such as defective and unsafe products, hoarding and black 

marketing etc. are wide spread. Consumers require protection against such 



malpractices. 

From Business Point of view: 

1. Long term Interest: It is in the long term interest of the business to satisfy 

customers. When customers are satisfied business gets repeat sales and its 

customer base increase. 

2. Use of society’s resources: Business firms use resources of the society. 

Therefore, they are under an obligation to supply products and services which 

are in public interest. 
 

3. Social Responsibility: A businessman has responsibility towards 
variousgroups. 

Customer is one of the important groups because firms earn money by selling 

goods and services to them. 

Q2 What are Rights of consumers? Explain. 
• Ans. Right to safety: It is a consumer’s right to be protected against goods and services 

which are hazardous to health and life. Ex- Electrical Appliances which are not ISI marked 

might cause serious injury. 

• Right to Information: A consumer has a right to have complete information about the 
quality, quantity, price of goods, ingredients etc. which he intends to purchase. Thus 

manufacturer must mention complete information about the product. 

• Right to Choice: Every consumer has the right to choose the goods from a variety of  

products at competitive prices. The marketers must allow consumers to make a choice from a 
wide variety of product. 

• Right to be heard: The consumer has the right to file a complaint and to be heard in case of 

dissatisfaction with a product services. 

• Right to Seek Redressal: The consumer has a right to get relief in case the product or 
services falls short of his expectations. 

• Right to consumer Education: The consumer has a right to acquire knowledge and to be a 

well-informed consumer throughout life. 

Q3 What remedies are available to consumers in consumer’s 
protection Act-1986? 

Ans. Under this Act, remedies available to consumers are as 
follows: 

To remove the defect in goods or deficiency in service. 

1. To replace defective product with a new non defective product. 

2. To refund the price paid for the product .. 

3. To pay reasonable compensation for loss or injury suffered by the consumer 

due to negligence of the opposite party. 

4. To discontinue unfair or restrictive trade practice and not to repeat in the future. 

1. Consumer must exercise his rights: They must beaware of their rights while 
buying. 

2. Consumers should buy only standard goods like ISI/AGMARK goods only. 

3. Filing complaint for the redressal of genuine grievances. 

4. Consumer must be quality conscious/should not compromise on quality. 

5. Consumers should l earn the rights associated with products and services. 

6. Donot forget to get receipt and Guarantee/ Warranty Card. 

7. Consumers should read labels carefully. 



8. Consumers should be honest in their dealings .They should buy only legal 

goods. 

9. Consumers should respect environment. Avoid waste, littering and 

contributing to pollution. 

10. Consumers should form consumer societies. 

Q5. What are the ways and means of consumer’s protection? 

Ans. Ways and Means of Consumer protection 

a) Self-regulation by business: Every firm insists to have a strong consumer base 

which means that more and still move people should buy their products. This 

is possible only when the consumer carefully satisfied with the products of 

the firm. 

b) Business Associations: Business associations prepare a code of conduct  

for businessmen. 

c) Consumer Awareness: Consumer should protect himself 

d) Consumer organizations: these organizations can force business firms to 

avoid malpractices and exploitation of consumers. 

e) Government: Interests of the consumers are protected by the government by 

enacting various legislations. Consumer protection Act 1986 is an important 

legislation by the government to provide protection to  the  affect  a 

consumer. 

Q6. Explain the redressal machinery under the consumer protection 

Act,1986. Ans. The redressal machinery under the consumer 

protection Act,1986- 

a) District forum: According to consumer protection Act state government can 

set up one or more district forum in each district. 

1) District forum hears disputes involving a sum upto Rs.20Lacs. 

2) It can file appeal against it with the state commission within 30days. 

b) State commission: 

1) State commission redresses grievances involving a sum exceeds Rs. 20 

lacs and up to Rs. 1crore. 

2) It can file an appeal before the national commission within 30days. 

 

c) National commission: 

1) It is appointed by the Central Government 

2) It has the jurisdiction to hear complaints involving a sum exceeding 
Rs.1crore. 

3) It can file an appeal with the Supreme Court within 30 day 
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